7.

The continual and repetitive sacrifices of the Old Testament
could not do what?

16. The blood of the New Covenant washes away our sins so
thoroughly that they are not what?

8.

From verse 2 we are reminded about what concerning
sacrifices?

17. The Septuagint is the Greek translation of what?
18. “MY ears you have opened” was a Hebrew idiom that was used
for what?

9.

Once we have received Jesus Christ as our own Lord and
Savior and have been saved by Him, we don’t have to do what?

10. It is true that we believers still confess our sins to the Lord and
ask forgiveness to do what?

11. What act by Jesus illustrates the truth of the issue addressed in
questions #9 and #10?

19. David understood that God was more interested in a heart and
life of obedience than He was in someone doing what?

20. The sacrifices were a necessary part of the Levitical system but
the sacrifices were NOT what?

21. Unlike David, Jesus perfectly carried out what?

22. Summarize the point the author makes in verse 8:
12. In 1st John 1:9, John is NOT talking about what?

13. Do you have sin in your life that you need to confess to the Lord
so that the barrier in your relationship can be dealt with? What
sin?

23. Verse 9 is another way for the author to say that we are no
longer under what?
24. The word “sanctified” basically means what?

14. Every time a sacrifice was offered, it was reminder of what for
the Old Testament saint?

15. What was the most important day of the year for the Jewish
people?

25. The word “sanctified” can be used to describe the fact that we
have been set apart in the sense of what?

26. The word “sanctified” can be used to describe the first aspect of
what?
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27. When the word “sanctified” is used to describe our spiritual
growth, it is often called what?

The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning
and deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the
sermon: “The Once for All Sacrifice.” All of the questions are
answered as the sermon is presented. We hope that it will be a
catalyst to spiritual growth in your life.

28. The sacrifice of Jesus was what?

1. Hebrews 7:27 and 10:11 tell us that priests offered sacrifice how
often?

29. The answer of question #28 is stated in how many verses?

2. The number of sacrifices offered from the time of Moses until
the destruction of the 2nd temple in A.D. 70 was at least how
many?

30. Are you tempted to turn to anything else other than Jesus
Christ? Or, are you staying true and faithful to Him?

3. Hebrews 10 is in the section of the letter of Hebrews that is
probably most difficult for whom?

4. In Hebrews 7-10 what are several things the author of Hebrews
contrasts?

5. The author refers to the OT law and its practices as what?

6. The readers of Hebrews were considering going back to what?

(A CD or DVD of this sermon is available. Order forms are located in
the Resource Center and by the GBC Library window.)

Help protect the quality of the sermon recording, please turn quietly
to the inside of this study guide. Thank you!

